
HIGH-QUALITY CARBON STEEL + UNIQUE
TRANPET HEAD DESIGN + SHARP "V" BLADE +
CAT'S PAW DESIGN 
= THE MUST-HAVE SHARKGRIP® HAMMERS

HIGH-QUALITY STEEL:
All SharkGrip® hammers are forged from the finest heat-treated Japanese alloy steel;
the nail-pulling ends are double-tempered for added strength. 

UNIQUE TRANPET HEAD:
A long-reach neck, which gradually flares like a trumpet shape, effec-
tively concentrates the striking force and gives the hammerhead the
greatest "sweet spot" possible. This design also helps prevent the nail
head from slipping, even when hit off center, and equalizes the driving
force to the entire face of the hammer—all the way to the rim. This
unique shape and well balanced head hammer gives much more driv-
ing power than other same weight hammers in market.  It returns to the
same spot like boomeran. 

SIDE STRIKE:
These side strikes are located at the center of mass of the hammer-
head, eliminating potential torquing effects when driving the nail to the
board. 
It’s works great in tight work spaces.

CAT'S PAW DESIGN:
SharkGrip® Japanese “cat’s paw”-type nail pullers easily dig into the
wood to catch even headless nails.  The underside of the puller  is
curved so that it easily digs into wood and slides under the head of an
embedded nail—or into the shank of a headless one.

SHARP "V" BLADE:
The pulling “V” is double hardened to a Rockwell 50-52 hardness. The
resulting tool is strong and takes a firm, positive bite into the nail’s
shank.  Removal of 16 penny and larger nails is a snap.
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® HAMMERS
Powerful-driving • Shock-less • Well-bal-
anced

ITEM #20-2110 14 oz. 15 in. Finish Hammer Smooth Face

ITEM #20-2120 14 oz. 15 in. Finish Hammer Milled Face

ITEM #20-2150 24 oz. 18 in. High-Brow Hammer Smooth Face

ITEM #20-2160 24 oz. 18 in. High-Brow Hammer Milled Face


